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Our most significant achievements in 2013

“The Boss” The Employee The Supplier

257
million euros in variable incentive 
bonuses distributed among our workforce 
in 2013 for achieving productivity 
improvement and efficiency targets

+ 6 %
increase in productivity 
per employee

NEW FRESH PRODUCTS SECTIONS

fish fresh from the quayside

fruit and vegetables sourced locally

bread sold loose

fresh and deli meats cut to order

14.1%
market share of total retail 
space in the organised 
distribution sector in Spain

4.8
million households 
shop at Mercadona

20,000+
small and medium 
enterprises (SMEs) 
and raw material 
producers

2011

1,356
2012

1,411
2013

1,467
61 stores opened and 5 closures in 2013

LOCAL SUPERMARKETS

74,000 
employees in long-term,
quality jobs

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

14,500
million euros,
representing 85% of total 
purchase volume

PURCHASE VOLUME 
IN SPAIN

37
million euros

INVESTMENT IN TRAINING

1,400
euros net/month for core staff with 
over 4 years seniority (80%)

BONUS POLICY

110
integrated suppliers

2,000+
commercial and 
service suppliers
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Supermarket in França Rd, Vielha, Lleida.

Society Capital

20
new own-brand factories 
and production lines

5,600 
crop producers

3,600 
livestock producers

450
million euros

INVESTMENT BY 
INTEGRATED SUPPLIERS

1,465
million euros,  
12% more than in 2012

Contribution to Spain’s GDP

3,700
million euros, 
4% more than in 2012

TAX CONTRIBUTION IN SPAIN

19,812
million euros (+4%) 

9,845
million kilos/litres 
(kilitres) sold (+2%)

TURNOVER

8,000 
fishermen in
80 wholesale fish markets

LONG-TERM AGREEMENTS 
WITH THE PRIMARY SECTOR

1,900+
tons of food donated to 
various charities

MERCADONA’S SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

400,000
direct and indirect jobs

IMPACT OF MERCADONA
650
million euros, 2,410 million 
in the last 4 years

INVESTMENT

515
million euros (+1%) 

NET PROFIT

AVERAGE PAYMENT PERIOD  
TO SUPPLIERS

53
days, 7 less than in 2012
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Message from the President

Throughout 2013 we have continued moving forward in devel-
oping our project. Out of all we have achieved, there are two 
points particularly worth highlighting. Firstly, the increase in 
productivity and efficiency the company has attained thanks to 
the effort of all of us who belong to it. Secondly, the important 
internal and external changes we are carrying out to enable 
us to fulfil our aim of facing the necessary challenge of moving 
towards a Mercadona Sustainable Agri-Food Chain, on the solid 
basis provided by our model of shared growth.

This has made 2013 a turning-point for Mercadona: a year in 
which we have laid the groundwork for what we want to be 
over the next few years, and a year in which we have taken 
steps to redefine ourselves. Indeed, many changes have been 
introduced over the last twelve months. In each and every case, 
our “Bosses”, as we call our customers, have been the guiding 
light of the decisions we have taken, because every step has 
fulfilled our commitment to prescribing the best solution for them 
to put together their Total Shopping with the highest quality at 
the lowest possible price.

There are three major steps we have identified that should help 
us to move forward in the future. Firstly, we have confirmed 
the importance of having great products manufactured by 
specialists, which means that we have to move from category 
management to customer needs management, always seeking 
and offering the best product from the best manufacturer to 
meet the real needs of “The Boss”, at an unbeatable price.

Secondly, we are even more conscious of the need to be more 
like shopkeepers. For some time now we have been fostering 
a change of mindset throughout the company, a process of 
adaptation which is leading us to implement a new model of 
selling that reflects the importance the company attaches to 
fresh products, guaranteeing their quality and freshness through 
excellent management.

For this purpose, thirdly, we have continued working on some-
thing we regard as crucial: the need to be involved and collab-
orate more closely with our primary sector. We have to get to 
know them and to work together, because they, through their 
effort and involvement, are the ones who are going to help us 
guarantee quality and services to win over our “Bosses”. The 
work we have carried out in this area during these months has 
enabled us to confirm that having a Mercadona Sustainable 
Agri-Food Chain is not a choice: it is a necessity on which we 
are totally focused, because we are aware that the development 
of our project over the next few years depends on it.

The results achieved by the company over these twelve months 
must be seen in the context of the initial stages of this change of 
direction, which is of such paramount importance for the future 
of our project: from the net profit of 515 million euros, 1% more 
than the previous year, or the growth of 4% in turnover, which 
has reached a level of 19,812 million euros, to the investment 
of over 650 million euros. This volume of investment has been 
mainly devoted to opening and refurbishing supermarkets, 
as well as building new logistics blocks, currently in hand, 
and adapting our processes to the new management of fresh 
products we are implementing.

Equally noteworthy are the investment efforts of the company’s 
110 integrated suppliers: more than 450 million euros, entirely 
devoted to something as fundamental and necessary to Spanish 
society as generating industry. Industry that creates employment, 
innovation and development, and that lays the groundwork for 
productive growth, sustainable over time. Industry, in short, that 
all of us who are part of Mercadona feel very proud of, because 
we are convinced that the well-being of a society depends 
unequivocally on the growth of its productivity.
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If the support Mercadona and its partners provide to the pro-
ductivity of its immediate area of influence is important, no less 
important is its contribution to the country as a whole. This is 
illustrated by over 14,500 million euros spent on products and 
services in Spain, a sum that represents 85% of our total pur-
chases, or the company’s direct tax contribution, which was 
1,465 million euros in 2013, 12% more than in the previous 
year. A further example is the effort the company has made 
over the year to absorb the substantial increases in energy 
costs and raw materials that have taken place in 2013, so as 
to contribute to keeping inflation at moderate levels and to be 
able to continue offering a stable shopping basket.

Throughout 2013 the performance of all the 74,000 employees 
who make up our workforce has been outstanding. So has their 
attitude, which has made it possible to consolidate a relationship 
based on trust and transparency, manifested most clearly in 
the signing of Mercadona’s new Collective Agreement with the 
employees’ representatives for the next five years.

Indeed, the figures and results achieved are undoubtedly due 
to the effort of the whole workforce. A productive effort 6% 
higher than in 2012 and a clear commitment to the aim we are 
pursuing of being better shopkeepers every day. An effort that 
has resulted in over 1.4 million hours of training and investment 
of close to 37 million euros to produce a transformation which 
has enabled us to rectify a mistake we ourselves made in 
2006, when we decided, because we were convinced it was 
so, that being butchers, greengrocers or fishmongers — being 
shopkeepers, in short — was not important. Now we are a bit 
more like shopkeepers. And it makes me proud to have this 
great team of people, and to be able to say that any cashier 
or shelf-stacker who has been with the company for over four 
years, accounting for 80% of our workforce, has a monthly net 
salary of 1,400 euros, to which must be added two more months’ 
salary in bonuses for achieving objectives, where applicable.

At Mercadona we are convinced of the need for a productive 
and sustainable social economy. We will continue working in 
the future to achieve it, knowing that in a few years’ time, when 
we look back at what 2013 has meant for the company and put 
it in perspective, all of us who are part of it will recognise that 
it was a crucial year for our common project.

Until then, all our efforts over the next few years, and particularly 
in 2014, must be directed to redefining ourselves by example, 
with deeds; making things happen and achieving a business 
model that our customers, employees and suppliers, the pri-
mary sector and society as a whole want, and that serves as a 
reference. It is a chain model based on shared and sustainable 
growth through the productivity of each component, because 
the more productive individuals, companies or countries are, 
the more they are in control of their own decisions.

Juan Roig

“Having a Mercadona Sustainable Agri-Food Chain is not a choice, it is a necessity; and the 
development of our project over the next few years depends on it”
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José Jordá
Managing 
Director of 
Stores and
Prescription of
Perishables

Julia Amorós
Managing Director 
of Dry Products 
Prescription

Francisco Espert
Managing 
Director of 
Manufactured
Agricultural 
Products
Purchasing

Rafael Berrocal
Managing 
Director of Meat, 
Fish and Seafood 
Purchasing

Francisco López
Managing Director 
of Fruit and 
Vegetables 
Purchasing

Juan Roig
President

Management
Committee

PRESIDENT

Juan Roig Alfonso

VICE-PRESIDENT

Hortensia M. Herrero Chacón

Board of
Directors
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Ramón Bosch
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Supermarket in De Quel Ave., Arnedo, La Rioja.
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What is Mercadona?

“Total prescribers of the so-
lutions required to enable 
‘The Boss’ to put together 
their Total Shopping (Fresh + 
Dry Products)”

VISION

“To achieve a Sustainable 
Agri-Food Chain that Society 
wants and feels proud of, 
through leadership and 
having ‘The Boss’ as our 
guiding light”

To build a project of sustainable, 
shared growth so as to satisfy all 
five components of the Mercadona 
Sustainable Agri-Food Chain: “The 
Boss”, The Employee, The Supplier, 
Society and Capital

>>
>>

MISSION
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Vineyards of the integrated supplier Bodegas Ontañón on the Corella Estate, Corella, Navarra.

38,000
TONNES OF GRAPES
BOUGHT IN SPAIN
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Mercadona is a Spanish family-owned supermarket company 
whose objective since its foundation has been to fully satisfy 
all the food and beverages, cleaning and personal hygiene 
needs of its customers, as well as those related to pet care. 
For this purpose it has 1,467 local stores, with an average 
sales area of 1,500 square metres, which represent a market 
share of 14.1% of total food retail space in Spain and help to 
stimulate the commercial areas where they are located. All the 
supermarkets offer a broad and efficient range of products, 
comprising approximately 8,000 product lines, and are within 
easy reach of the more than 4.8 million households who place 
their trust in the company every year.

Mercadona works directly with over 2,000 commercial suppliers 
and service providers, more than 110 of which are integrated 
suppliers manufacturing brands such as Hacendado, Bosque 
Verde, Deliplus and Compy. The company has a long-term 
relationship with all of them, based on a model of mutual col-
laboration and joint commitment and regulated through the 
Good Commercial Practice Framework Agreement, resulting in 
“contracts for life”. This means that the integrated supplier-man-
ufacturers are committed to the philosophy of total customer 
satisfaction which defines the company and totally dedicated 
to quality, both in terms of service and products.

20 years of Always Low 
Prices (SPB)   

Mercadona bases its commercial model on 
the Always Low Prices (SPB in Spanish) 

formula, enabling “The Boss”, as the 
company calls its customers, to fill their 

Total Shopping with products of the highest 
quality at the lowest possible prices, 

fulfilling what has been the company’s 
motto for over 20 years: “quality doesn’t 

have to be more expensive”

Esther, a customer of the Mutilva supermarket in Valle de Aranguren, Navarra.
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To carry out their day-to-day activity, Mercadona and its sup-
pliers rely on the support and collaboration of over 20,000 
Spanish SMEs and raw material producers, resulting in the 
creation of wealth and employment in the towns and cities 
where Mercadona supermarkets are located and where the 
integrated supplier-manufacturer companies and their own 
suppliers have their facilities.

The company constantly encourages the professional develop-
ment of its workforce, one of its most valuable assets, through 
in-service training, and pursues a Human Resources policy 
totally geared towards the professional fulfilment and personal 
satisfaction of its more than 74,000 employees.

Hacendado, Bosque Verde, Deliplus and Compy are some of 
the brands Mercadona has been developing since 1996. All 
the lines of these brands are quality products developed by the 
integrated supplier-manufacturers, which have been collabo-
rating with Mercadona for over 15 years to satisfy “The Boss’s” 
real needs with total guarantees and at the best possible price.

Thanks to their quality, they as well as the company’s other 
own brands have enjoyed the trust of “The Boss” for many 
years. All these brands come with the quality assurance of the 
integrated suppliers who manufacture them, clearly identified 
on the product packaging, and who are constantly innovating 
to guarantee the food safety of all their products.

Some quality own brands

Hacendado, Bosque Verde, Deliplus and Compy are some 
of the brands Mercadona has been developing since 
1996. Their integrated supplier-manufacturers are clearly 
identified on the label.

Mozzarella pearls from the integrated supplier-manufacturer 
Quesería Lafuente, in Cantabria.
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The Mercadona Model
Mercadona’s management model has been based since 1993 
on Total Quality. This method enables it to satisfy the five core 
components of the company to the same high standard: “The 
Boss”, The Employee, The Supplier, Society and Capital.

The Total Quality Model involves managing the company ac-
cording to the universal principle that “in order to be satisfied 
oneself, one must first satisfy others”. This commitment has 
made Mercadona a benchmark company in the distribution 
sector, with a clearly defined Mission: to be “the prescribers of 
the solutions required to enable ‘The Boss’ to put together their 
Total Shopping”, through different and distinctive management 
of fresh and dry products.

Mercadona is constantly seeking to achieve total satisfaction 
among its employees, whom it regards as one of its most valu-
able assets. For this reason, and with the aim of becoming the 
company that treats its workforce best, Mercadona’s Human 
Resources model is based on leadership and endeavour and 
emphasises personal satisfaction, permanent employment, 
in-service training, internal promotion, equal opportunities and 
work and family life compatibility for everyone in the company. 
This makes it possible for those whose job it is to satisfy “The 
Boss” to be satisfied themselves.

Regarding the third core component of the company, The Sup-
plier, the Total Quality Model involves a relationship of working 
together for a common objective: to satisfy “The Boss”. To achieve 

Total Quality Model
A Model of responsible enterprise 

based on universal values

Total 
Quality Model

“The Boss”

The Employee

The SupplierSociety

Capital

this goal, Mercadona establishes close links with its suppliers 
based on a long-term stable relationship which leads in many 
cases to the signing of open-ended contracts and the creation 
of synergies that always work out to the benefit of the “Bosses” 
doing their daily shopping in the company’s supermarkets.
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Alejandra, a customer at the Cala Millor supermarket in Sant Llorenç des Cardassar, Mallorca.
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Moreover, Mercadona is conscious of the importance of the 
primary sector, and together with its suppliers it has embarked 
on the process of promoting Mercadona’s Sustainable Agri-
Food Chain. This pioneering initiative, which has involved a 
change of mindset within the company and represents a new 
development of its project, will help to restore the primary sector 
to the leading role it has traditionally played in our economy.

Also very important to Mercadona is satisfying its fourth core 
component, Society. For this purpose it contributes through 
its stores to modernising commercial life in the urban areas in 
which it operates, where its supermarkets provide the commer-
cial stimulus generated by the 4.8 million families who place 
their trust in Mercadona. In fact by concentrating exclusively 
on selling food and beverages, cleaning and personal hygiene 
products and pet food, the company encourages synergies 
with other shops in the vicinity through greater involvement in 
their development.

Mercadona also satisfies the fifth core component of the com-
pany: Capital, and it does so by satisfying “The Boss”, The 
Employee, The Supplier and Society, through the development 
of the Total Quality Model. The implementation of this particular 
management model has been responsible for Mercadona’s 
progress since 1993, and for its sustained and shared growth, 
which is due to the individual and collective efforts of everyone 
involved in this Project and to the establishment of objectives and 
strategies that bring added value to the five core components 
of the company, with results that can be appreciated above all 
in the medium to long term.

It is this Model, which still has enormous potential for improve-
ment and needs to be modified in many aspects in order to 
continue moving forward, that helps every member of the com-
pany to make decisions in their day-to-day work to satisfy its 
five components: “If you have a Model, you have a treasure”.

Laura and Toñi, a customer and a monitor at the co-innovation centre for soft drinks and waters prescription in Santa Perpetua de Mogoda, Barcelona.
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Across-the-board innovation
Mercadona has its own model of innovation which runs across 
the board through all the company’s processes and methods, 
bringing improvements in productivity and efficiency to each 
of them. By combining these two factors the company not only 
optimises its processes but also manages to adapt rapidly and 
appropriately to “The Boss’s” real needs.

For the company, innovation is a tool of differentiation and a 
key to competitiveness. For this reason, on a recurring basis, 
it consistently devotes substantial resources to what is known 
within the company as “R&D&double-I”, in which the second “I” 
stands for investment, the most important element of all, because 
projects cannot be undertaken without it. Every initiative it un-
dertakes, through product, process, technological and concept 
innovation, is always guided by the same principle: introducing 
improvements that provide customers with solutions for which 
they are willing to pay, because they provide added value.

Mercadona’s commitment to R&D&double-I, as an engine of 
growth and competitiveness and a tool offering the best solu-
tions, is a responsibility the company shares with its group of 
integrated suppliers, who are equally convinced that to invest in 
innovation is to invest in the future, and that in order to innovate, 
it is essential to start by listening to customers’ suggestions 
and finding out what their real needs are.

R&D&double-I generated by Mercadona
Mercadona’s integrated suppliers devote more resources 
to R&D&double-I than the Spanish average: 2.36% of their 
workforce is dedicated to this activity, compared with 1.21% 
nationally.

Source: INE (National Statistics Institute) 2012

Product 
Innovation

Process 
Innovation

Concept
Innovation

Technological 
Innovation

Mercadona
Innovation Model
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  Prescription: placing the “Bosses” 
at the centre of decision-making, to 
offer them products that satisfy their 
needs with the highest quality at the 
lowest possible price.

  Promoting dialogue and direct com-
munication with our “Bosses”.

  Always Low Prices (SPB): stable pric-
es, to offer the best shopping basket 
on the market.

  Fresh≠Dry. Different and distinc-
tive management of fresh and dry 
products. 

  The highest quality at the lowest price: 
Recommended Product.

  Back to basics, the key to reduc-
ing prices with an efficient, quality 
selection.

  Closeness and proximity.

  Across-the-board innovation geared 
to customers’ needs (product, tech-
nology, concept and processes).

  Steady, quality employment, a salary 
above the average for the sector, pro-
fessional development and internal 
promotion and equal opportunities.

  Work and family life compatibility: 
pioneering initiatives such as not 
opening our supermarkets on Sun-
days as a general rule, except when 
there are several public holidays in 
close succession.

  Human Resources management mod-
el based on Leadership and the Cul-
ture of Endeavour and Hard Work.

  Transparency and sharing in company 
profits.

  The in-service training needed for 
employees to perform their duties in 
the workplace.

A model of across-the-board 
responsibility

Total Quality
Model

“The Boss”
The

Employee
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  Stability and open-ended agreements.

  A relationship of communication and 
transparency.

  Extension and structuring of produc-
tion activity to create development 
and wealth.

  R&D&double-I (Research & Devel-
opment & Innovation, hinging on 
Investment).

  Promoting innovation and process 
optimisation so as to offer products 
of the highest quality at the lowest 
possible price.

  Actively contributing to developing 
a Mercadona Sustainable Agri-Food 
Chain that satisfies the five com-
ponents in every link, the basis for 
growth in the primary sector in our 
country.

  Shared growth.

  Social productivity:

 - Producing more from fewer natural 
resources.

 - Sustainable transport.

  Aiming to be “invisible”, not disrupting 
the environment where we carry out 
our activity.

  Permanent dialogue, active partici-
pation and closeness.

  Training and information about the 
company’s Model and the planning 
of its activities and decisions.

  Adherence to the Global Compact 
in defence of fundamental values in 
Human Rights, Labour Standards, 
Environment and Anti-Corruption.

  Social commitment to providing im-
mediate answers to the needs of the 
communities in which Mercadona 
operates.

 Reinvestment of most of the compa-
ny’s profits within the company as 
evidence of a long-term vision.

 Avoiding a “short-termist” view of 
results: constant sustainable growth.

 I nnova t i on  as  a  f ac to r  i n 
competitiveness.

 Increased productivity through im-
proving and standardising processes.

New sales model for fresh meat and deli meats (in the “laboratory/test bed”) at the supermarket in La Pobla de Vallbona, Valencia.

The 
Supplier Society Capital



Fruit and vegetables section at the Can Burgos supermarket in Sant Josep de sa Talaia, Ibiza.
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LABORATORIES

These are the company’s “test 
beds”, located in particular spaces 
in its supermarkets. In the laborato-
ries, initiatives based on customers’ 
and employees’ experiences are 
investigated and defined. The re-
sults obtained are assessed and 
both successes and mistakes are 
analysed so as to decide whether 
or not to implement the initiative in 
the rest of the chain.

AN EFFECTIVE SELECTION

One of Mercadona’s differentiating 
elements is how it defines its se-
lection. Any product on its shelves 
not only has to satisfy customers’ 
real needs but also provide added 
value, not give rise to duplication, 
satisfy stock turnover levels and 
maintain efficient internal process 
costs.

In addition, Mercadona works to 
make sure every product in its se-
lection offers total guarantees of 
attractiveness, quality, optimum 
consumption point, service and, of 
course, food safety, all at the lowest 
possible price.

6
laboratories
to implement the

company’s improvements
in 2013

“The Boss”, at the centre of all
our decisions
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FOOD SAFETY

This is a value involved in all the 
company’s processes and deci-
sions. Every item in its selection 
must strictly comply with the re-
quirements of Mercadona’s Golden 
Rule, which states, in this order, that 
it must first guarantee food safety; 
then quality; followed by attractive-
ness; fourth, it must provide a ser-
vice; fifth, it must be competitively 
priced; and lastly, it must make a 
profit.

 PRESCRIPTION

This involves informing and recom-
mending to the “Bosses”, through 
proximity and working at store level, 
the products that offer the best 
value on the market to satisfy their 
needs.

In 2013 the company has initiat-
ed the strategy of moving from 
managing categories to managing 
products, which enables it to offer 
the best products available, man-
ufactured by leading specialists 
and fully satisfying the real needs 
of its customers.

CO-INNOVATION

A pioneering initiative of the compa-
ny which has enabled it to consoli-
date a distinctive innovation model 
in which “The Boss” is always at the 
centre of every decision.

During 2013, as a result of close 
collaboration with customers and 
suppliers, over 400 innovations have 
been introduced and have been 
warmly welcomed.

400
innovations

arising from
collaboration

with “The Boss”

12
co-innovation

centres
184

monitors who observe and 
pick up on the preferences

of the “Bosses”
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Laura, a monitor in the Valencia and Alicante bakery section, and Mercedes, an employee in the bakery section, in the Francisca Navarro Sq. supermarket in 
Burjassot, Valencia.
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To achieve all these objectives, many initiatives have been 
launched in 2013, a year in which the redefinition of Mercadona’s 
fresh products model has been the result of questioning each 
strategy every day and only applying those that the customers, 
through their response, confirmed that they wanted.

For example, in terms of management, the selection has been 
readjusted and daily orders have been introduced, having 
identified much more specifically not only the consumption 
times of each product but also its degree of ripeness, lifespan, 
handling methods… All this means managing the fresh products 
sections differently from dry products, while at the same time it 
virtually demands treating each product individually.

This extra effort, which enables Mercadona to offer its cus-
tomers the effective selection they have been demanding for 
years in this type of food, has led the company in 2013 to train 
over 9,400 employees in various jobs related to fresh products, 
involving an investment of 3 million euros.

In addition, it has managed to implement the new fish section 
in all the company’s supermarkets, fruit and vegetables in 867 
stores, bakery in 293, and fresh meat and deli meats in 19 
supermarkets.

Introduction of new fresh products sections
During 2013 everyone at Mercadona has undergone an important 
learning process, through the direct experiments jointly con-
ducted in its various research “laboratories” with the “Bosses”, 
as its customers are referred to within the company. And thanks 
to them, we have taken the necessary steps over the course of 
the year to improve our management of “fresh products”, which 
we used to treat like “dry products”, and to adapt more rapidly 
to the change of mindset this required.

As in previous years, a continuous process of observing and 
listening has become the key to turning theory into practice. And 
in 2013 the main step forward has been precisely the efforts all 
employees have made to become specialists in fresh products, 
recovering a role that is crucial at Mercadona: the shopkeeper.

To respond to this need, Mercadona has begun over these twelve 
months to implement its new sales model for fresh products, 
comprising four sections: bakery, fish, fruit and vegetables, 
fresh meat and deli meats. All of them not only offer customers 
the personal contact and closeness they were asking for, by 
recruiting bakers, fishmongers, greengrocers, butchers and 
charcutiers, but also guarantee freshness in all these products, 
as well as attractiveness, quality, optimum consumption point, 
service and, of course, food safety, all at the lowest possible price.

1.1
Redefining ourselves as shopkeepers
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Pepa, customer of the Mostoles Tecnologico supermarket in Mostoles, Madrid.

580
The importance of saving 

a cent

million euros saved

Doing only that which adds value 
for the “Bosses” and which they 

are willing to pay for
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1.2

For Mercadona, a proper understanding of the needs of the 
“Bosses” is vital in order to offer them effective answers. In 
the case of the selection, these answers involve selecting ap-
proximately 8,000 product lines out of over a million food and 
hygiene products available in Spain, and this entails a major 
task of prescription.

The company’s ongoing commitment to offering and recom-
mending products of the highest quality at the lowest possible 
price is essential for it to continue enjoying the trust of the 4.8 
million households who come to Mercadona for their Total 
Shopping. That is why defining the selection is such a high 
priority, and for this reason the company offers its customers a 
complete range of solutions that is outstanding for its simplicity, 
efficiency and competitiveness.

All these factors make for quicker and more intuitive purchasing 
and seek to achieve total satisfaction on the part of customers, 
which would not be possible without the demanding require-
ments each product has to fulfil in order to win and retain a 
place on the company’s shelves: to satisfy real needs and 
stock turnover levels, to provide added value that customers 
are willing to pay for, and to maintain efficient processing costs 
and high customer acceptance.

An effective selection 
In 2013 the company has achieved major improvements in 
processes throughout its supply chain, from the supplier to 
logistics and stores. Avoiding unnecessary costs is what ena-
bles Mercadona, year after year, to keep its prices below the 
annual average CPI for food, which helps to moderate inflation in 
Spain and is part of the company’s commitment to its “Bosses” 
to provide savings.

To keep its selection constantly up to date and to be able, by 
doing so, not only to adapt to customers’ needs but to anticipate 
them, Mercadona pursues a policy of listening at store level. 
But it also works closely with its suppliers and integrated sup-
pliers, as is clear from the total of over 400 new lines, including 
both new and improved products that have been added to the 
selection in 2013.

The company has also introduced an important advance in 
2013 in the way it manages its selection, which is now on an 
individual basis and by product instead of by category. Thanks 
to this change it has the best products available, manufactured 
by leading specialists and with the best value for money on 
the market, and can therefore fully satisfy the real needs of 
the “Bosses”. Although many steps have been taken in this 
direction during 2013, the company is still in the initial phase 
of developing this strategy.
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In 2013 Mercadona has collaborated in numerous ways with its suppliers and integrated suppliers to adapt to the needs and demands of 
customers.

Effective selection

Collaboration

200
actions

more than
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The differentiating value of co-innovation
Mercadona has continued in 2013, though its Prescription 
Departments, to make its Apron Strategy one of the company’s 
main sources of innovation. This initiative, begun in 2011 and 
based on sharing experiences and habits with its customers 
in consumption, cleaning, personal hygiene and pet care, has 
enabled it to introduce important improvements in its selection: 
different formats, new product lines better adapted to its cus-
tomers’ economic circumstances, products specially indicated 
for food intolerancies, etc.

In 2013, over 9,000 “Bosses” have contributed their sugges-
tions and shared their experiences in the various facilities the 
company has set aside for these processes inside some of its 
supermarkets. And by participating in this process, they have 
confirmed that this pioneering venture in co-innovation has made 
it possible to consolidate a model of differentiating innovation 
in which “The Boss” is always at the centre of every decision.

As a result of this close collaboration, over 400 innovations 
have been introduced during 2013 and have been warmly 
welcomed by customers.

Co-innovation Model:
Innovating with “The Boss”

“The Boss”,
at the centre 

of every 
decision

3 Purchasing/supplier:
innovate/manufacture

1 Store
“Bosses”           Monitor/Employee

4 Prescription:
implement/transmit

2 Prescription:
understand needs,
define solutions
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Construction processes of the supermarkets in Mar Mediterraneo St. in Coslada, Madrid, and in Julian Camarillo St., Madrid.

61
new

supermarkets
opened

60
suppliers
per store

53
supermarkets
refurbished

250
million euros
invested in

openings and
refurbishments
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1.3
In-store innovation

In addition, the company made a major investment of over 50 
million euros during 2013 to update and adapt its computer 
systems to the new challenges of flexibility, mobility and product 
traceability throughout the supply chain. A result of implementing 
the new model for managing fresh products, these improve-
ments include the complete upgrading of the Data Processing 
Centres to introduce technology to manage the processes 
in real time, with an investment of 30 million euros. Another 
noteworthy investment went to mobility in order to extend this 
management outside the office environment. A special mention 
also goes to the introduction of new touchscreen scales, the 
launch of a new more personalised system for orders and the 
implementation of tools to facilitate coordination with suppliers. 
All these measures put together help to guarantee that food is 
always at maximum freshness.

Mercadona has continued to expand and improve its network 
of stores in order to fulfil its goal of offering its customers the 
best possible shopping experience. To this end, it maintains 
its commitment to its Atmosphere Store model, an eco-efficient 
model with a priority focus on principles such as different spaces 
for different types of business, energy efficiency, productivity 
of means and convenience of use.

Building new supermarkets or adapting existing ones to this 
model, requires a concerted effort from the company. The 61 
new supermarkets opened and the 53 refurbishments carried 
out in 2013 involved a major investment of both financial and 
human resources. This translates to over 250 million euros and 
an average of 60 suppliers providing work to more than 110 peo-
ple during the fitting-out of each store. Similarly, the company’s 
technical team has spent approximately 12 months contracting 
the works and drawing up the design and construction plan.

By opening and refurbishing new stores, Mercadona consoli-
dates its expansion and continues bringing itself closer to the 
many “Bosses” who keep on asking the company to open up 
a store in their local neighbourhood. Over the course of 2013, 
for instance, the Customer Service Department received a total 
of over 2,000 requests for the opening of a new supermarket.

In 2013 we received over

2,000 requests from 
our “Bosses” to introduce 

new stores
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Food safety is a paramount value in all the company’s processes 
and decisions. Therefore, any initiative undertaken, whether in 
the selection or the optimisation of processes, must undergo an 
exhaustive preliminary study. This makes it possible to certify, 
before being incorporated and validated, that it complies with 
Mercadona’s Golden Rule, which states, in this order, that any 
product in its selection must first guarantee food safety; then 
quality; followed by attractiveness; fourth, it must provide a 
service; fifth, it must be competitively priced; and lastly, it must 
make a profit.

To offer consumers the greatest possible guarantees, the com-
pany uses a Quality and Food Safety Management System which 
covers the whole supply chain: from origin to end consumer.

Mercadona’s Food Safety and Quality Model includes a rigor-
ous Food Safety and Quality Control Plan involving numerous 
inspections of the processes of integrated suppliers and sup-
pliers, with the sole object of maintaining and improving the 
levels of Food Safety of all products.

Moreover, the company has a set of Food Safety Rules, with 
which it continuously checks the Food Safety standards of all the 
facilities of the company’s integrated suppliers and suppliers. 
More specifically, this tool has assessed over 250 suppliers 
over the course of the year.

Likewise, the fresh products and the suppliers of beef, lamb, 
pork, chicken, milk, fish, oil, fruit, vegetables and eggs have 
also been audited by accredited external companies, to ensure 
that their traceability can be certified from the farm or field to 
the “Bosses’” table.

In addition to all this, Mercadona has reaffirmed its commit-
ment to Food Safety by strengthening analytical controls of all 
its processes and facilities and exhaustively monitoring all its 
supermarkets and warehouses, as well as monitoring over 150 
different transportation routes.

During 2013, the company also worked jointly with the health 
authorities on adaptations and improvements for the Analysis 
of Hazards and Critical Control Points in the new sales models 
to which it has firmly committed itself.

Nutritional Management System
In 2013 the company collaborated with the NAOS strategy 
(National Strategy on Nutrition, Physical Activity and Obesity 
Prevention) promoted by the Ministry of Health, Social Ser-
vices and Equality. With a view to encouraging this strategy, 
it implemented various specific initiatives, together with its 
integrated suppliers and suppliers, demonstrating that healthy 
eating, like quality and food safety, “does not have to be more 
expensive”. 

1.4
Food safety and quality

1.3
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Over the course of the year Mercadona has also continued to 
strengthen its commitment to provide complete, truthful infor-
mation in labelling, which is crucial to enable the “Bosses” to 
shop responsibly. Mercadona continues working to provide 
maximum transparency. In the area of nutrition this means in-
cluding all relevant information on the labelling of its selection, 
even when this is not mandatory, as well as clearly identifying 
the ingredients of products, even those present at trace levels. 
This is particularly important for customers who are allergic or 
intolerant to certain foods. Similarly, it has worked with all its 

integrated suppliers to adapt to the new 
Regulations on Provision of Food Informa-
tion to Consumers, which will bring major 
improvements for customers.

The company has also made major efforts in 2013 to increasing 
its range of lactose-free products.

A broader range of gluten-free products
For over a decade, Mercadona has had a close relationship 
with the various Spanish coeliac associations, cooperating with 
them at both a national and a regional level.

In 2013, as a result of this long-standing sustained commitment, 
it had increased the number of its gluten-free products lines 
to 850 by the end of the year. Like the other products in the 
company’s selection, these are all of the highest quality and 
with total guarantees of food safety and nutritional value.

Aida, customer at the co-innovation centre for breakfast and afternoon snacks in Burjassot Ave., Valencia.

850
Gluten-free
Products

    Over 

50 new gluten-free 
product lines
in 2013
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1.5
Communicating with “The Boss”

Consumers and Users (CECU), Consumers in Action (FACUA), 
the Federation of Independent Consumers and Users (FUCI), 
the Organisation of Consumers and Users (OCU), the Spanish 
Consumers’ Union (UCE), the Spanish National Consumers’ 
Union and Housewives’ Federation (UNAE), the General Con-
sumers’ Association (ASGECO), the Spanish Confederation of 
Residents’, Consumers’ and Users’ Associations (CAVE), the 
Basque Consumers’ and Users’ Organisation (EKA-OCUV), 
the Association of Consumers and Users of Navarra (IRACHE), 
and with associations federated with these at a provincial level. 
In addition, it has consolidated its relations with the “Flavour 
and Health” Foundation, the Spanish Federation of Coeliac 
Associations (FACE) and its federated associations, the Coeliac 
Association of Catalonia, the Coeliac and Gluten-Sensitive As-
sociation of the Community of Madrid and the Lactose-Intolerant 
Association (ADILAC).

In this context, mention should be made of the company’s 
participation in 2013 in the “Let’s Make Good Use of Food” 
guide compiled by the Valencian Consumers’ and Users’ 
Association, AVACU, the reprint of the “Learning to Read the 

Mercadona’s close relationship with its customers is based 
on trust and transparency. For this reason it fosters an open 
attitude in which dialogue is crucial. Involving members of 
the company, this constant dialogue is addressed from many 
different viewpoints.

In this listening process, the work by the group of over 200 
people in the company’s Prescription Department was, once 
again, particularly important in 2013. It not only made it possible 
to observe and pick up on the preferences of the “Bosses”, but 
also to understand their needs and transmit them properly to 
the company so that it can come up with appropriate answers.

In 2013, as well as this work carried out at store level, Merca-
dona has strengthened its existing contacts with the various 
associations that represent consumers and protect their in-
terests, holding meetings with them with the aim of educating 
and informing consumers. Specifically the company has held 
meetings with associations at a national and regional level, such 
as the Spanish Confederation of Housewives’, Consumers’ and 
Users’ Organisations (CEACCU), the Spanish Confederation of 

www.facebook.com/mercadona www.twitter.com/mercadona900 500 103 www.mercadona.es www.youtube.com/mercadona 

340,000 enquiries and suggestions received from our “Bosses”
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All these channels have, in turn, helped to identify areas for im-
provement, so as to fulfil the company’s ongoing aim of offering 
customers the best solutions through an efficient selection and 
a positive shopping experience with the best service. Indeed, 
all of them not only provide information about the company but 
also address and resolve queries raised by the “Bosses” on 
the products and service Mercadona offers.

In 2013, a study of online shopping carried out by the Organi-
sation of Consumers and Users (OCU) singled out Mercadona 
as the food distribution company that offered the most punctual 
service, as in all the cases it examined Mercadona fulfilled the 
promised delivery dates.

In addition, the company has renewed its Web Accessibility 
certification, in which it has also incorporated major improve-
ments both of a general nature and in the programming, 
making it possible to eliminate certain barriers that existed for 
visually impaired people and those with reduced mobility. Thus 
Mercadona’s website has reinforced its already high levels 
of accessibility, while at the same time combining regulatory 
approval with application of a European standard.

Label” brochures, in collaboration with the INFORMACU As-
sociation of Consumers and Users of Aragon, the publication 
of the “We are All Consumers” brochure in collaboration with 
UCONPA-CECU, and the labelling guide in digital format pro-
moted by the Galician Consumers’ Union, UCGAL, in which 
the company has also participated.

Customer Service Department (SAC)
Mercadona has a Customer Service Department as a channel 
for all the concerns raised by customers via e-mail or the toll-free 
telephone number the company provides exclusively for this 
purpose. This channel, which Mercadona keeps permanently 
open with its “Bosses”, enables the company to hear their 
views and offer them swifter and more effective responses to 
their needs.

In 2013 the staff of Mercadona’s Customer Service Department 
received a total of 340,000 different enquiries and suggestions. 
The company also has official profiles in the Facebook, Twitter 
and YouTube social networks, and for these communication 
platforms, it has a specialised multidisciplinary team trained 
to answer questions and suggestions raised by customers in 
this context.

Beatriz and Amaia, employee and customer of the supermarket in Merkatondoa in Estella, Navarra.

Mercadona is the 
best distribution 

company for 
product quality and 
customer service
Source: Ipsos KAR (Key 

Audience Research) Study.



Daniel, Natalia and Maria Isabel, employees in the fish section of the Cala Millor supermarket in Sant Llorenç des Cardassar, Mallorca.
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The Employee, a vital mainstay

PROMOTIONTRAINING

Having a differential, high-perfor-
mance human resources team is 
only possible through constant 
commitment to training. At Merca-
dona, this commitment has taken 
the form of an investment of nearly 
37 million euros in 2013, providing a 
total of 1.4 million hours of training, 
both general and specific, over the 
course of 19 training actions.

This training activity has helped 
to consolidate the internal promo-
tion model. Evidence of this is the 
promotion of 462 people, 55% of 
them women, to executive positions 
thanks to their merits and ability. 
They are taking on greater respon-
sibilities within the company, which 
will allow them to put into practice 
not only their leadership ability but 
also all the knowledge acquired 
during training.

STEADY EMPLOYMENT

Mercadona offers its workforce 
quality jobs, as is shown by the 
fact that since 1999 all its employ-
ees have enjoyed quality steady 
employment.

37
million euros 
invested in 

training

462
employees
promoted

74,000
employees

in steady, quality jobs
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HIGH PERFORMANCE: 
PRODUCTIVITY COMPATIBILITY

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
AT WORK

The results achieved are due to 
the effort of the whole workforce, 
a productive effort 6% higher than 
in 2012 and the result of the com-
mitment of all those involved in 
the Mercadona Project. Creating 
quality jobs promotes personal and 
professional development, stability, 
training, leadership, respect, fair-
ness and self-expectation, among 
other things.

For many years Mercadona has 
made a sustained commitment to 
work and family life compatibility 
by introducing pioneering meas-
ures that promote greater employee 
satisfaction. Among other figures, 
it is worth highlighting the fact that 
in 2013, 7% of female employees 
in the workforce decided to have 
children, and also that 3,147 moth-
ers opted to extend their legal en-
titlement of four months’ maternity 
leave by 30 days.

Safeguarding health and safety 
at work is a commitment that Mer-
cadona pursues through its risk 
prevention policy, applied to all its 
production processes and jobs. 
Among other measures a PPG 
(Picking Puente Grua) automated 
gantry crane has been installed 
in the logistics block in Guadix 
(Granada), a new robotic system 
for preparation of fresh products, 
capable of moving 160,000 kilos of 
products per day and preventing 
manual overstrain.

6%
increase

in productivity

3,147
working mothers 

extended their maternity leave by 30 days

5
million
euros

invested
 in eliminating

overstrain

12.6
million
euros

invested
in preventive
improvements
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Training: developing talent
Mercadona’s success is undoubtedly due to having a workforce 
that is motivated, committed and aware that its effort, dedication 
and excellent performance are key elements for consolidating 
the company’s project over time and achieving the aim it pur-
sues year after year, to offer “The Boss” exceptional service. 
Like the company itself, this group of 74,000 employees has 
managed to “redefine” itself in 2013 and to adapt its skills and 
knowledge to attaining one of the year’s priority objectives: “to 
be more and more like shopkeepers”.

The Employee is one of the mainstays of the company, and 
managing to get the workforce as a whole one hundred per cent 
involved in the evolution and development of the Mercadona 
Project is a challenge tackled on the basis of the universal 
truth that “in order to be satisfied oneself, one must first sat-
isfy others”. Major efforts are therefore devoted to managing 
Human Resources, a management process which fosters 
values that are inalienable and essential to people, such as 
creating quality jobs that promote personal and professional 
development, stability, training, leadership, respect, fairness 
and self-expectation, among other things.

Being “more like shopkeepers” to prescribe the  
best solutions
Training employees and developing their talents, to which the 
company devotes many resources, has been a major priority 
over these twelve months. Indeed, reintroducing trades such as 
bakers, fishmongers, greengrocers, butchers and charcutiers at 
Mercadona has required a very significant level of investment 

in both financial and human terms: 3 million euros and over 
60,000 hours of training.

As a result of this effort, the company shares the responsibil-
ity of being a “shopkeeper”, and it has managed to adapt to 
the new working methods arising from the introduction of the 
new sales model for fresh products. In fact, it anticipated its 
recruitment and employee training requirements for the new 
project in 2013 during the preceding years. The goal was to 
count on sufficient time to manage its fresh products sections 
efficiently and being able to guarantee the “Bosses” not just 
excellent service but also the food safety, attractiveness and 
quality they demand in this kind of product.

In addition, thanks to the training they have received, Mer-
cadona’s bakers, greengrocers, fishmongers, butchers and 
charcutiers have a profound knowledge of the nature of the 
products they work with, which enables them not only to inform 
the customers more effectively but also to prescribe the best 
solution for their specific needs.

It is also worth highlighting the important training activity carried 
out by the company’s Maintenance School, created in 2000, 
where specialist technical staff teach modules specifically de-
signed for the company’s maintenance managers. The school 
has four classrooms where it teaches theoretical and practical 
knowledge not only of maintenance but also related to various 
trades, such as welders, electricians, builders and painters. It 
also has three rooms equipped with all the technical require-

2.1
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9,400+
shopkeepers trained 

in the new fresh 
products sections

60,000
hours invested 

in training

3
million euros

invested in being 
“more like shopkeepers”

Training courses for the new fresh products sections: bakery, fruit and vegetables, fish, fresh meat and deli meats.
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462
people promoted 

to executive positions

Executives 
promoted 2013

20
weeks’ duration

800
hours per person

235
people make up the company’s

team of Assistants

55%  
women

45%  
men

David Cid, Managing Director of Petroleum 
Byproducts Purchasing, lecturing on the 
promotion course for executives.

Juan Roig during the closing day of the promotion course 
for executives.

Vicen Balaguer, Head of the Presidency’s Ca-
binet, during the training course for assistant 
coordinators.

Training of assistant
coordinators

% promotion of executives in 2013
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ments and the standardised machinery and facilities used in 
the supermarkets so as to be able to carry out practical training.

Since it was opened, Mercadona has invested over 24 million 
euros in its Maintenance School, whose courses have been 
taken by 1,950 people. As a result, the company has boosted 
its productivity and eco-efficiency, consolidating major energy 
savings and helping to achieve the main objective of its man-
agers in this area: facilities in perfect condition and stores as 
well maintained as the day they opened.

In 2013 Mercadona has also promoted the skills associated with 
the position of Assistant Coordinator, which at the end of the 
year accounted for 235 employees in its workforce and whose 
object is to foster efficiency and planning in teamwork. For this 
purpose, all those who have assumed this responsibility in the 
company in 2013 have taken part in an intensive training course 
of 20 weeks’ duration: 800 hours per person, representing 
an investment of nearly a million euros for the company. This 
figure reflects the importance of the management functions 
associated with this post for helping to make Mercadona a 
high-performance company.

The company has also continued working on the in-service 
training programmes it has been conducting for years to foster 
the professional development of every member of its workforce. 
This training activity, which begins with the Welcome Programme 
on the first day employees join the company, is maintained 

throughout their career. This makes it possible to have highly 
qualified and motivated employees, who know exactly what the 
company expects of them and whose leadership makes them 
highly decisive and skilled at problem-solving.

In 2013, the company’s investment effort in training has been 37 
million euros, a figure that represents an average of 500 euros 
per employee. In all, it has amounted to a total of 1.4 million 
hours invested in training, all during working hours, covering 
every area necessary for pursuing employees’ day-to-day work 
with complete assurance, including the need for training in a 
foreign language if the position requires it.

Over the course of the year, the training activity promoted by the 
company’s Human Resources department has made it possible 
to improve the knowledge, skills and abilities of the whole work-
force. And in doing so it has consolidated its internal promotion 
model, a differential model which raises professional prospects 
right up to the highest level, the Management Committee, as 
demonstrated by the fact that all the managing directors come 
from an internal promotion process.

In 2013 this commitment to internal promotion has led to a total 
of 462 people taking on executive responsibilities within the 
company, thanks to their merits and abilities, where they will 
be able to put into practice not only their leadership ability but 
also all the knowledge acquired through the various training 
programmes they have received year by year.
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2.2
Collective agreement
One of the main milestones reached by the company in 2013 
has been the signing of the new Collective Agreement and 
Equality Plan with the representatives of the Unión General de 
Trabajadores (UGT) and Comisiones Obreras (CC.OO.). Through 
this agreement, which is valid for a period of five years, Merca-
dona has strengthened its commitment to creating permanent 
employment, specifically 1,000 new jobs up to 2018, as well 
as in-service training and promotion of measures contributing 
to the compatibility of employees’ work and family life.

By virtue of the agreement signed, moreover, the company 
undertakes to maintain the purchasing power of its workforce, 
having guaranteed a progressive rise in basic salary, unlinked 
from inflation, moving from 0.4% in 2014 to 0.8% in 2018. This 
represents a continuation of the evolution in the company’s 
salaries, which, during the period of the previous agreement 
which came into force in 2010, grew by 17%.

In the area of work and family life compatibility, the new Col-
lective Agreement includes an extension of leave of absence 
for childcare until the child reaches the age of eight, and the 
possibility of extending leave of absence for up to three years 
in cases of gender violence. Indeed, the commitment to com-
patibility is a commitment Mercadona has sustained for many 
years through the introduction of pioneering measures which 
together foster greater satisfaction among employees, who in 
turn respond with greater dedication to the project.

In 2013, beyond the initiatives included in the new Collective 
Agreement, there are many figures that reflect this commit-

ment, such as the 7% of female employees who decided to 
have children, the 3,147 mothers in the workforce who opted 
to extend their legal entitlement of four months’ maternity leave 
by 30 days, or the 11,773 people who benefited from a shorter 
working day during these twelve months; Mercadona has a 
system of flexible working hours for this purpose, designed to 
adapt to people’s personal circumstances.

The promotion of all these measures, which have been generating 
increments in productivity year by year, will make it possible 
to continue involving the whole workforce in the company’s 
sustainable growth and consolidating its efficiency and high 
level of performance.

In this context, within the framework of the universal truth 
that “in order to be able to ask for and demand agreed 
commitments, first it is essential to give”, Mercadona recog-
nises the individual and collective effort which leads to the 
achievement of common goals, as evidenced by its variable 
bonuses policy, by which it shares the company’s profits. It 
thereby rewards all members of its workforce with more than 
one year’s seniority and whose dedication over the course of 
the year has made it possible not only to meet the company’s 
general targets but also to fulfil the specific agreed objectives 
for their own jobs.

Within the framework of this variable bonus policy, and as a 
reward for personal effort as well as improved productivity and 
efficiency, the company has decided in 2013 to distribute a total 
of 257 million euros in performance-related bonuses.
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Bidea, an employee at the Mutilva supermarket in Valle de Aranguren, Navarra.

3,147
working
mothers 

who extended
maternity leave

by 30 days
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Merco personas 2013
Mercadona, which pursues excellence in its treatment of its 
employees, has seen its efforts in this area recognised in 2013 
by becoming the second best company to work for in Spain, 
and the first in its sector, according to the data in the Merco 
Personas report.

The company has also been recognised by the 2013 Merco 
Personas report as the company with the highest Internal 
Reputation in Spain, the second most highly rated for Safety 
at Work, and the fourth in the Employer Brand category. The 

categories of this survey, whose methodology is audited by 
KPMG, define a company that is “regarded as good to work 
for”, and is committed, like Mercadona, to talent, provides pro-
fessional development, motivates its workforce and recognises 
a job well done.

Manuel, employee at the logistics block in Guadix, Granada.
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Table of salaries of Mercadona core staff in 12 monthly payments. Not including performance-
related bonuses (one or two further months’ salary, depending on seniority in the company).

In effect 01/01/2014

Seniority per employee
Age bands

Up to 29
13,100

YEARS

30-39
39,900

YEARS

40-65
21,000

YEARS

18%

54%

28%

Gross/net salaries
Core staff
(Checkout operators, 
shelf stackers)

< 1 year

€1,264
€1,074

2 years

€1,403
€1,173

3 years

€1,557
€1,271

4 years 

€1,728
€1,400

SENIORITY

NET/MONTH

GROSS/MONTH +80% 
of core
staff

Mercadona’s Remuneration Policy
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Health and safety at work
2.3

Safeguarding health and safety at work is an ongoing com-
mitment which Mercadona pursues through its risk prevention 
policy, applied to each and every one of its production pro-
cesses and jobs.

The company has a Risk Prevention Plan and a Health Pro-
gramme, whose effectiveness is periodically reviewed by the 
statutory audits of its occupational risk management system. 
This enables it to fulfil its objective of making its risk preven-
tion policy effective and appropriate to the various activities 
carried out.

To further strengthen its commitment in this area, the company 
has devoted 12.6 million euros in 2013 to introducing various 
preventive measures, both through training and by investing 
in specific protective equipment, obtaining certifications and 
installing systems that avoid unnecessary effort on the part of 
employees in the stores and warehouses.

To maintain its highly demanding standards, over the course 
of 2013 each and every one of the new processes has been 
assessed right from the design stage and all new jobs created 
have been standardised against safety and ergonomic criteria. In 
addition, the company has continued to reinforce the important 
activity it has traditionally conducted in providing information 
and training through courses on both general and specific 
topics, such as Loading and Unloading Operations in Stores, 
Safe Handling of Pallet Jacks and Forklift Trucks, Emergency 

Equipment in Logistics Centres, Risks of Working at Height and 
Rope Access, Risks in Market Distribution, Risks in Handling 
Fresh Meat and Deli Meats, etc.

In addition, within the context of improvements in equipment 
and systems introduced over the year, a notable item has been 
the installation of a PPG (Picking Puente Grua) automated 
gantry crane at the logistics block in Guadix, representing an 
investment of 5 million euros. This is a robotic system which 
handles 160,000 kilos of fresh products per day, freeing the 
employees at that centre from the effort of handling these loads. 
Other improvements of this kind are also worthy of special 
mention, such as the design, approval and installation of new 
lifting accessories for raising pallet jacks onto lorries.

To safeguard and maintain the health of its workforce, Mer-
cadona has a medical team comprising 95 professionals, 25 
of whom are qualified safety officers specialising in Safety, 
Occupational Hygiene and Ergonomics and Applied Psycho-
sociology and 70 are health professionals. In 2013 this team 
has been responsible for developing and implementing all 
these improvements, while at the same time carrying out the 
various initial and periodic risk assessments of the company’s 
new jobs over the course of the year, as well as specific staff 
health checks. During these months, the team has also been 
responsible for providing all employees with the specific in-
formation and training necessary to enable them to carry out 
their tasks and minimise the resulting risks.
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Together with the work carried out with collaborating indus-
trial accident and professional illness insurance providers, 
Mercadona has collaborated in exchanging information, as it 

95
specialists in 

safety and risk 
prevention

12.6
million euros

of investment in 
improvements in 
risk prevention

has traditionally done for some years, with the Risk Prevention 
Services of its main suppliers, which is certainly an important 
issue of ongoing improvement for the company in this area.

Pilar, an employee responsible for maintenance at the La Poveda supermarket in Arganda del Rey, Madrid.



Vessels of Sanlucar de Barrameda fishermen’s association, a supplier of fresh fish to Mercadona, in Sanlucar de Barrameda, Cadiz.
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3.1
A Sustainable Agri-Food Chain
Mercadona’s main challenge for the next few years, and one 
towards which it is already working, is to contribute to building 
a Sustainable Agri-Food Chain in its environment. This objective 
is the result of a joint reflection on the part of all those who make 
up the company and are convinced that, rather than a choice, 
it is an obvious necessity.

This ambitious goal will drive the development of the Mercadona 
Project over the coming period, and for this reason the company 
is undertaking major changes, essentially changes of mindset, 
introducing important innovations in the management of fresh 
products. It has invested a substantial amount of both finan-
cial and human resources to become more of a shopkeeper, 
an objective that has not only entailed implementing specific 
training programmes to recover trades in the stores, but also 
the involvement of all the company’s suppliers in the change.

To be able to turn this new challenge into reality, it is essential 
to continue consolidating Mercadona’s firm and long-standing 
commitment to the primary sector. And it is precisely in order to 
strengthen and enhance this commitment that the company is 
working closely and on a joint basis with the various links which 
make up this supply chain. This gradually makes it possible 
to lay the groundwork for productive growth in this sector, in 
which livestock producers, fishermen and crop producers, all 
of whom are vital to the economy of our country, are the ones 
who can best contribute, through their efforts, to guaranteeing 
the highest possible quality in fresh products for “The Boss”.

In 2013, in its commitment to developing a Mercadona Sustain-
able Agri-Food Chain (Caspopdona, as it is referred to within 
the company), the company has initiated a process, working 
together with its integrated suppliers and suppliers on a com-
mon project, not only to identify the best strategies to lend 
impetus to the primary sector, but also to make full use of its 
potential. It has done so through relationships in which ongoing 
dialogue, transparency and trust are paramount, and which aim 
to achieve the greatest possible degree of specialisation by the 
suppliers, in order to fulfil the company’s objective of offering 
the “Bosses” the best product on the market: a product with 
the maximum freshness and quality, that is appealing, and at 
the lowest possible price. Thus Mercadona guarantees that the 
products are produced by specialist suppliers.

Throughout the year, Mercadona has continued pouring its ef-
forts into generating growth in the Spanish fruit and vegetable, 
fisheries and livestock sector and has pursued its commitment 
to always use raw materials of Spanish origin wherever viable. 
This commitment has been matched by facts, such as the new 
collaboration agreements with the primary sector, which have 
enabled the company, by the end of 2013, to maintain close 
links with over 5,600 crop producers, 3,600 livestock produc-
ers and 8,000 fishermen in 80 wholesale fish markets to which 
various organisations and fishermen’s associations in different 
parts of Spain belong.
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Map showing the distribution of the wholesale fish markets from which Mercadona purchases

MORE THAN 32,000 TONNES OF FRESH FISH FROM WHOLESALE FISH
MARKETS PURCHASED BY MERCADONA
IN 2013

Long-term 
agreements with

80
WHOLESALE FISH 

MARKETS

8,000
FISHERMEN

Long-term 
agreements with

80
WHOLESALE FISH 

MARKETS

8,000
FISHERMEN
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All these agreements are a source of synergies, knowledge 
and mutual learning, which help to structure local and rural 
economies and generate efficiency and productivity. This gives 
rise to a more competitive national industry, better adapted to 
its needs and capable of innovating more rapidly, leading to a 
more efficient supply of quality products for consumers.

But in addition, the relationships Mercadona has developed with 
the primary sector are the basis from which to achieve one of 
the challenges it has set itself: to contribute, as a company, to 
raising awareness in Spain of the importance of being a farmer 
or a fisherman, activities that historically have played a vital 
part in our economy and that must continue to be of strategic 
importance in the future.

Another prominent figure in Mercadona’s Total Quality Model 
is that of the Integrated Supplier, striving, like the company, to 
satisfy “The Boss” through diligence, effort, responsibility and 
productivity.

In 2013 the company’s integrated suppliers have continued 
consolidating their commitment to creating quality employment, 
and at the end of the year they had a total workforce of 42,000 
people. They have also invested a total of 450 million euros 
and during these twelve months they have collaborated with 
over 20,000 local SMEs and raw material producers. All these 
figures demonstrate that the efforts made by the integrated 
supplier companies and their involvement in the Mercadona 
Project strengthen the competitiveness of the Spanish economy.

Green pepper crop from the supplier SAT Campos 401 for the integrated supplier Ramafrut in Alcazar de San Juan, Ciudad Real.

Long-term agreements with 

over 5,600
CROP PRODUCERS
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Sustainable solutions for the primary sector:  
from theory to facts 
  Among the actions Mercadona initiated in 2012 to support 

the dairy sector, and has continued during 2013, particular 
emphasis should be given to the new increase of 1 cent per 
litre of milk at source, which Mercadona, together with its 
integrated suppliers, has decided to pay to livestock farmers 
and from which over 2,000 domestic producers supplying 
milk for the Hacendado brand have benefitted. Moreover, 
Mercadona has given its backing to the Sustainable Dairy 
Products Agreement (PLS in Spanish) instigated by the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and the Environment to support 
the national dairy sector.

  The integrated supplier Ibersnacks has launched a programme 
that guarantees the profitability of all the growers of its raw 
materials. The agreement is based on stability and on prof-
itability per hectare, and therefore eliminates the fluctuations 
to which this sector is traditionally susceptible, depending 
on the outcome of each growing season. In addition, the 
company has undertaken to guarantee that in 2014 all the 
potatoes it uses in its snacks will be Spanish-produced.

Mercadona’s Sustainable Agri-Food Chain (CASPOPDONA)
Working together to combine the knowledge of all the links in the chain, 

with “The Boss” as our guiding light

1. Mercadona went from being a  
Distributor...

2. ... to a Totaler, “to prescribe the 
best-value solution to ‘The Boss’ 
for every need”

3. Raw materials
4. Manufacturers: integrated 

suppliers, suppliers and product 
specialists

5. “The Boss”, as we at Mercadona 
call the customers

1

2

3

4

5
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  The Estévez Group has initiated a collaborative project with 
vineyard owners and cooperative members in the sherry-pro-
ducing region, the Marco de Jerez, to introduce objective 
rating criteria for grapes that guarantee the highest possi-
ble quality of the raw material. This agreement, which also 
covers factors such as productivity per hectare and type of 
producer, seeks to increase the profitability of vineyards, a 
key factor for the sustainability of the agri-food chain.

  Cunicarn, an integrated supplier of rabbit to the company, 
has implemented the Star 16.86 Project in collaboration with 
the IRTA (the Agri-Food Research and Technology Institute) 
and the Department of Agriculture, Livestock, Fisheries, Food 
and the Natural Environment of the Regional Government 
of Catalonia. This pioneering production programme seeks 
not only to ensure the economic, social and environmental 
sustainability of its activity, but also to enable the traditional 
farms this group works with to increase their annual produc-
tion by 45%.

  Cidacos has continued to consolidate its agreements with 
its raw material suppliers, helping to improve their produc-
tivity and specialisation. This is clearly illustrated by the 
Extremaduran farmers Raquel Quijada and Joaquín Carlos 
Ramos, who, with the help of this integrated supplier, have 

introduced improvements in growing practices which have 
strengthened the quality of their products. This relationship 
based on stability and trust has enabled them to increase 
their number of hectares under cultivation to 34 at the end 
of 2013.

  The integrated supplier Verdifresh continues making major 
efforts to adapt Swiss chard and spinach to the specific 
requirements of Range IV products (packaged and ready to 
eat). For this purpose it is developing programmes to optimise 
and mechanise its processes in order to increase efficiency 
and productivity, with significant investments in adapting 
machinery to the specifications of this crop, such as the one 
carried out by its supplier Espace, which makes it possible 
to guarantee the highest level of food safety and quality.

  Apart from the undertakings it has adopted with Spanish 
wholesale fish markets, Mercadona has also established 
relationships in 2013 with local fish suppliers. An example 
of this is its agreement with the Galician company Riveira 
Peixe Fresco, which has led to the creation of 45 new jobs 
in its processing facilities. This contribution to the fisheries 
sector in Spain constitutes a forward-looking project for future 
generations, and in 2013 alone it has enabled this company’s 
fleet of 18 fishing boats to maintain its activity.
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Ángel, an employee at the “La Benera” farm, which produces milk for the integrated supplier Iparlat, in Oruña, Cantabria. It currently has 130 head of cattle and 
produces 2,000 litres of milk per day. 

A major commitment to domestic products
For years Mercadona has maintained a commitment to use raw 
materials of Spanish origin wherever viable. This commitment 
has continued to be reinforced in 2013, as demonstrated by 
various studies and certification processes where the tracea-
bility of products is analysed, and which confirm that over 85% 
of its purchases, 12,500 million euros, are of products grown 
and produced in Spain. 

An example of this is the study carried out by SGS, which shows 
that 81% of the Range I (unprocessed) fruit and vegetables is of 
Spanish origin. Another is the study by Norma Agrícola, which 
certifies that all the oil marketed by the company is of Spanish 
origin, bought from over 130 cooperatives and 140 olive-oil 

mills in various Autonomous Communities. This has given rise 
to long-term agreements, such as the one Sovena has in Jaen 
with the Virgen del Perpetuo Socorro Cooperative in Alcaudete, 
enabling the 1,800 members of that cooperative, which employs 
70% of the municipality, to focus all their efforts on ensuring the 
maximum quality and food safety of their harvests to guarantee 
average profitability during the growing season.

Catafruit, in a forward-looking initiative, is developing a project to 
plant high-mountain apples in the Catalan Pyrenees, beginning 
with 30 hectares, with the aim of prolonging the domestic growing 
season to help increase the percentage of Spanish product.

Long-term agreements with 

3,600
LIVESTOCK PRODUCERS
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CANTABRIA million 

IPARLAT......................................... 2.6

Renedo de Pielagos ASTURIAS million 

qUESERÍA LAFUENTE................... 2.4

Arriondas
GALICIA million 

ESCURIS..................................... 3.6

A Coruña

GRUPO PROFAND...................... 1.3

Pontevedra

MASCATO.................................... 4.1

Pontevedra

CASTILLA Y LEON million 

GRUPO SIRO................................ 38.8

Palencia - Zamora - Valladolid - Burgos - Segovia 

IBERSNACkS.............................. 1

Medina del Campo (Valladolid)

PROSOL......................................... 3.5

Venta de Baños (Palencia)

qUESERÍAS ENTREPINARES........... 6.8

Valladolid

MADRID million 

PANIFICADORA ALCALá............... 2.1

Alcala de Henares

GRUPO UBESOL............................ 1.9

San Fernando de Henares

EXTREMADURA millones de 

CATAFRUIT............................................... 3.2

Merida (Badajoz)

GRUPO HUEVOS GUILLéN....................... 0.7

Almendralejo (Badajoz)

CANARY ISLANDS million 

ACOTRAL....................................... 1.8

Santa Cruz de Tenerife - Las Palmas

SAT CANARISOL........................... 0.6

Santa Cruz de Tenerife

CASTILLA - LA MANCHA million 

SENOBLE...................................... 22.5

Toledo

GRUPO FONT AGUDES................ 1.9

Toledo

INCARLOPSA................................. 15.7

Cuenca - Toledo

CHAMPINTER................................. 4.6

Albacete

ANDALUSIA million 

JOSé ESTéVEz............................. 1.6

Cadiz

PERSAN......................................... 18.5

Seville

JOSé LUIS MONTOSA.................. 2

Velez-Malaga (Malaga)

SOVENA......................................... 3.7

Brenes (Seville)

450 million euros of investment by the Integrated Suppliers
in 2013
Some examples of investments
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BALEARIC ISLANDS million 

PROCAM........................................ 2.5

Binissalem (Mallorca)

EUSkADI (BASqUE COUNTRY) million 

INTERAL........................................ 4

Lezo (Gipuzkoa)

IPARLAT......................................... 4

Urnieta (Gipuzkoa)NAVARRA million 

ULTRACONGELADOS VIRTO......... 5.1

Navarra

MURCIA million 

FRANCISCO ARAGóN................... 5

Molina de Segura

SAT AGRÍCOLA PERICHAN........... 5.8

Mazarron

LA RIOJA million 

BODEGAS ONTAñóN.................... 2.3

Aldeanueva de Ebro

UNIóN TOSTADORA...................... 1.1

Logroño

ARAGON million 

GRUPO BYNSA.................................... 6.3

El Burgo de Ebro (Zaragoza)

CATALONIA million 

CASA TARRADELLAS.................... 48

Barcelona

AUDENS FOOD............................. 2.2

Barcelona

SAPLEX......................................... 3

Canovelles (Barcelona)

EMBUTIDOS MONTER................. 5.2

Girona

GRUPO UBESOL............................    9.5

Ulldecona (Tarragona)

VALENCIAN COMMUNITY million 

SPB.................................................... 7.7

Cheste (Valencia)

DAFSA............................................. 14.2

Castellon - Valencia

IMPORTACO......................................... 3.5

Valencia

RNB................................................... 4.5

La Pobla de Vallbona (Valencia)
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3.2
Annual Meeting of Mercadona’s 
Integrated Suppliers
As Mercadona has been doing for fifteen years, and as part of 
the commitment to transparency that the company insists on 
maintaining with all its components, it held its annual meeting 
with its integrated suppliers in Valencia on 5 February. The 
meeting analysed the work carried out over the course of 2013, 
sharing experiences and reinforcing the joint commitment to 
develop Caspopdona, as Mercadona’s Sustainable Agri-Food 
Chain is called within the company.

In addition, with the objective of giving practical expression 
to the emphasis on the primary sector, the company invited 
various suppliers from this sector, livestock producers, crop 
producers and fishermen, whose comments and suggestions 
are helping to develop the new Model.
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Integrated supplier manufacturers
Clearly identified on the packaging of the products they manufacture for Mercadona
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Unión Martín
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Logistics blocks
Mercadona has an efficient logistics network comprising, in 
total, an area of over 770,000 square metres. It enables the 
company to supply all its supermarkets (1,467 of them at the 
end of 2013) efficiently, with the further aims of transporting 
more using fewer resources and remaining “invisible” to the 
environment.

In 2013 the company has incorporated the logistics block in 
Guadix (Granada), which supplies 80 supermarkets in the 
provinces of Granada, Almeria and Jaen and in which up to 
3,000 pallets are moved per day, into its logistics network. 
With investment of 60 million euros, this new platform has a 
staff of 150 employees, all on permanent contracts, and 150 

3.3

SMEs collaborated in its construction. In addition, a total of 106 
haulage contractors also work every day in these facilities to 
transfer the merchandise to the stores.

Apart from this, to continue reinforcing the efficiency of its logis-
tics chain, Mercadona plans to invest over 300 million euros in 
building the logistics block in Abrera (Barcelona), which will come 
into service in its first phase in 2014 and whose inauguration 
is planned for 2016. Construction is currently proceeding on 
its cold store, which has an area of 39,000 square metres, as 
well as the adjoining area for preparing fish. For the building 
of this logistics block, the company is collaborating with 150 
SMEs, which in turn provide employment for 600 people, and 
this represents an important boost to the economic regeneration 
of the area while the works are underway.

The facilities at Abrera will have a gross floor area of over 
110,000 square metres, with capacity to supply 250 super-
markets, and will replicate the automated warehouse model 
used in Ciempozuelos (Madrid) and Villadangos del Paramo 
(Leon). This type of logistics block, a pioneering development 
in the sector, represents a commitment by Mercadona to qual-
ity employment at its warehouses, as it eliminates handling or 
overstrain by employees, helping to prevent and reduce the 
risk of industrial accidents and also increasing productivity.

In this respect, it is worth highlighting the important step taken 
by the company with the installation in the Guadix logistics 
block of a PPG (Picking Puente Grua) automated gantry crane, 
a system for automatic storage and preparation of pallets of 
meat, fruit and vegetables. The main part is a system of robots 

Logistics block in Guadix, Granada.
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Map of logistics blocks
Over 770,000 square metres devoted to guaranteeing the company’s supply chain

 1. RIBA-ROJA DE TURIA, Valencia

 2. ANTEqUERA, Malaga

 3. SANT SADURNI D’ANOIA, Barcelona

 4. SAN ISIDRO, Alicante

 5. HUEVAR, Seville

 6. GRANADILLA DE ABONA, Tenerife  
  (Santa Cruz de Tenerife)

 7. CIEMPOzUELOS, Madrid

 8. INGENIO, Gran Canaria (Las Palmas)

 9. VILLADANGOS DEL PARAMO, Leon

 10. zARAGOzA, zaragoza

 11. GUADIX, Granada

 12. ABRERA, Barcelona

 A1. MERCAPALMA, Palma de Mallorca 

  (Balearic Islands)

 A2. FUERTEVENTURA (Las Palmas) LOGISTICS BLOCK
in operation

LOGISTICS BLOCK
planned/under construction

SATELLITE WAREHOUSEA

RADIUS OF ACTION

A

A

9 LEON

A1 PALMA DE MALLORCA

10 ZARAGOZA

7 MADRID

1 VALENCIA

4 ALICANTE

5_SEVILLE

6 TENERIFE

8 GRAN CANARIA

11 GRANADA

2 MALAGA

3 BARCELONA
12 BARCELONA

A2 FUERTEVENTURA

which do the hard work throughout the whole process, from 
reception of the merchandise to loading of the pallets to be 
dispatched to the stores. This system also guarantees that the 
goods reach the supermarkets in a way that avoids excessive 
handling, eliminating overstrain when the pallets are dismantled 
and ensuring and conserving the quality of the product.

The PPG, which represents an investment of 5 million euros, 
has the capacity to move up to 30,000 boxes of fresh products 
in only 6 hours, shortening delivery times of merchandise to the 
stores. This efficiency in the processes is crucial to fulfilling the 
company’s objective of guaranteeing maximum freshness for 
customers.



Aina, a customer of Guineueta Market store in Barcelona.
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Direct and 
indirect taxes

1,465
million euros

12%  
more than in the 
previous year

14,500
million euros,
representing

85%  
of total purchase 
volume (products + services)

Social           
Security

529 
million euros

 2,000+
commercial and service 
suppliers  

DIRECT TAX CONTRIBUTIONTax 
contribution

Purchase 
volume in
Spain

Mercadona’s shared growth

110
integrated 
suppliers

>> >>

Corporate 
income tax

237
million euros
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Other taxes

72
million euros

 

53 days
average payment period 
to suppliers
 

 20,000+
SMEs and raw 
material producers

400,000
jobs
created in Spain through the direct and indirect 
activity of Mercadona and its partners

Social  
Security

103
million euros

Personal 
Income Tax

300
million euros

VAT

224
million euros

INDIRECT TAX CONTRIBUTION

1,100
million euros
investment Mercadona
and integrated suppliers

Spinach crop of the supplier Espace for the integrated supplier Verdifresh at the Gartero Farm in Torre-Pacheco, Murcia.

33%  
of profits
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Apart from this, and thanks to the activity it generates, the 
company has contributed 3,700 million euros to national GDP, 
4% more than in 2012. At the same time it has maintained a 
permanent workforce of 74,000 employees. All these figures 
clearly show that Mercadona’s commitment to society is ongo-
ing, growing stronger year after year. Its sense of responsibility 
enables the company to give back some of what it receives 
from Society.

This commitment also extends to the contribution made by 
all those within Mercadona’s circle of influence: over 2,000 
commercial and service suppliers, whose activity also creates 
wealth. And most particularly that of its 110 integrated supplier 
companies, which, with more than 42,000 direct employees, 
have undertaken an investment effort of over 450 million euros 
in 2013.

Like Mercadona, its suppliers and integrated suppliers are 
driving forces behind the social and economic development of 
the local economies in which they operate. This can be seen 
in the fact that over the course of 2013 they have collaborated 
with 20,000 local SMEs and raw material producers, an activity 
that generates 400,000 direct and indirect jobs.

Mercadona’s relationship with Society, as with the other com-
ponents of the company, is based on active listening and on 
getting to know each other, producing specific answers and 
solutions. It also conducts a constant exercise in transparency, 
in which it tries to progress year by year without fearing criti-
cism, being aware that there is no better way to improve than 
to share all its projects, thoughts and proposals with society. 
This attitude enables it to formulate and reveal its long-term 
vision, a vision that involves a commitment to shared prosperity 
between the company and society as a motor of economic 
development and social progress.

This is the context of the activity generated by Mercadona, which 
undoubtedly contributes year by year to promoting economic 
and social development in Spain. The clearest evidence of this 
commitment to the productive well-being of the country is the 
company’s contribution through direct and indirect taxation, 
which amounted in 2013 to 1,465 million euros, 12% more than 
in the previous financial year. Of this total, 632 million euros 
corresponds to Social Security contributions, 237 to corporate 
income tax, an amount that represents 33% of its profits, 524 
to VAT and IRPF (Personal Income Tax) collected, and 72 to 
other local, regional and national taxation.

4.1
Shared growth
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Local retail trade as an ally: local town markets
Mercadona stimulates retail trade in its immediate vicinity in the 
neighbourhoods and areas in which it operates. Evidence of this 
is its firm policy of coexisting with traditional forms of trading, 
and the clearest example is embodied in the commitment it has 
upheld since 2001 to revitalising local town markets.

At the end of 2013, the company had 25 stores in traditional 
markets of this kind, having opened two in the course of the 
year in Barcelona, specifically in the Fondo Market in Santa 
Coloma de Gramanet and in the Guineueta Market; as well as 
one in Tarragona, located in the Calafell Market.

Mercadona intends to continue its policy of coexisting with 
traditional trading, and it is planning to open nine more stores 
in traditional markets in the next few years.

Mercadona supermarket in the Calafell Market in Calafell, Tarragona.

Collaboration with local retail trade 

25 stores in local town 
markets

 More than 

1,320 traders share the 
ambition of recovering traditional     
 trading practices 
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Supermarket in Jaca, Huesca.
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The profitability of transparency
This activity of transparency, dissemination and proximity has 
given society a deeper knowledge of the company and its val-
ues, and this in turn contributes to increasing and enhancing 
Mercadona’s corporate reputation.

All these actions have been acknowledged by Society, as is 
showcased, for example, by the results of the Merco Empresas 
report for 2013, issued by the Spanish Corporate Reputation 
Monitoring Association, in which Mercadona has confirmed 
its place as the second highest-rated company in Spain in 
terms of reputation and the highest in its sector, and also the 
second highest-rated for responsibility and corporate govern-
ance. Other positive findings are those of the IPSOS KAR (Key 
Audience Research) Study for 2013, in which Mercadona was 
recognised as the company that offers the best service to its 
customers and also as the most highly recommended by those 
taking part in the study.

Furthermore, the company has been recognised in many spe-
cific ways, both through general initiatives and by specific acts. 
An example of the former is that of the International Institute of 
Political Science, which has highlighted the company as one 
of those that does most to promote work and family life com-
patibility among its employees. As an example of the second 
kind one could mention the SIA Avila Accessibility Award which 
the City Council of Avila and the Municipal Disabled Persons 
Council have granted to two of the company’s centres in that 
city, a first step to continue making progress in incorporating 
improvements in accessibility.

4.2

For Mercadona, engaging in dialogue with the environment 
within which it operates, is the key to knowing what its neigh-
bours expect of it. For this reason it encourages fluid two-way 
communication and maintains a willingness to listen, which 
enables it to identify the needs of those around it and forge 
closer links with the communities in which it operates.

In order to explain its business model more fully and make its 
mission, vision and values better known, the company partic-
ipates in various forums, where it shares its experiences and 
objectives, resolves queries and receives the suggestions and 
concerns people raise. This is vital for a company which, like 
Mercadona, demands a lot from itself in its pursuit of constant 
improvement. 

In 2013 Mercadona has continued to bring its Total Quality 
Model and the values that underpin its project to the attention 
of national, regional and local authorities, both through personal 
meetings with senior figures in various government bodies and 
through visits to the company’s various facilities or participation 
in the Business and Parliament Programme organised by the 
Association of Businesspeople.

In addition, the company has continued to strengthen the links 
it has maintained for many years with consumer organisations 
and housewives’ associations, with whom it has organised 
meetings and visits to its facilities and logistics blocks.
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Global Compact
Since 2011 Mercadona has been a member of the Global Com-
pact in defence of fundamental values in Human Rights, Labour 
Standards, Environment and Anti-Corruption. The company has 
continued working during 2013 to reaffirm the ten principles and 
values of this compact, all of which is recorded in a progress 
report confirming the application of these principles.

Support for teaching and enterprise 
Mercadona also maintains close relations with the teaching 
world. And not only by explaining its business project to stu-
dents, at both vocational training and university level, but also 
through its direct involvement in the ADE University Degree in 
Enterprise. This official degree course, taught at the EDEM Uni-
versity Centre, seeks to instil an entrepreneurial spirit in young 
people through systematic training. To contribute towards the 
training of future entrepreneurs by espousing the fundamental 
values of the Total Quality Model, Juan Roig has once again 
been a lecturer in the course unit on Foundations of Business 
Management, a subject he has taught on Saturday mornings.

Also in the field of education, Mercadona has again lent its 
support to the important work carried out for some years now 
by the EDEM Business School, of which it is a patron. In 2013 
the President of the company, Juan Roig, has participated once 
more in the 15×15 Course: 15 Days with 15 Business Leaders. 
In addition, a number of the company’s executives have col-
laborated in some of the courses taught at EDEM.

Consult our progress report at the following address:
 http://www.unglobalcompact.org/COPs/detail/18115
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Mercadona, the Valencian Association of Businesspeople (AVE) and the EDEM Business School, sponsors of the King Jaime I Prize for Enterprise, with the 
winner, Pedro Espinosa, industrial engineer and businessman who developed the Llao Llao frozen yoghurt franchise, during the award ceremony.
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Mercadona believes that the spirit of enterprise is one of society’s 
engines of growth, and therefore seeks to promote initiatives 
related to enterprise both inside and outside the company. A 
clear example of this is its sponsorship, together with EDEM 
and the Valencian Association of Businesspeople (AVE), of the 
“Entrepreneur” category in the King Jaime I Awards. In 2013, the 
fourth year in which this new category has been awarded, the 
entrepreneur chosen to receive the prize was Pedro Espinosa 
Martínez, founder and Chairman of Chesco Hostelería, a limited 
company which created the Llao Llao franchise.

His commitment to innovation enabled him, in just two years, 
to lead the frozen yoghurt market in Spain, and then, two years 
later, to have established a solid business project employing 
750 people, with a recognised and valued brand, which led 
this industrial engineer from the Pontifical University of Comillas 
and the Hautes Études in Lille to be selected as the winner of 
this award.

Community relations: our neighbours
One of Mercadona’s fundamental objectives is that its commercial 
activity should not interfere with or cause a nuisance to those 
neighbours who live in its immediate vicinity. For this reason 
it analyses and evaluates every suggestion it receives, which 
enables it to rectify possible faults and implement solutions. It 
has therefore continued giving priority to the following measures:

  Silent Night-time Unloading to minimise impact on city 
traffic and reduce acoustic impact.

  Soundproofing of machines that may create noise: pallet 
jacks and forklift trucks, air conditioning units…

  Rubbish bin storage rooms incorporated within the super-
markets to avoid bad odours and dirt in the street.

  Soundproofing of the sales floor and ceiling in supermarkets 
to minimise propagation of noise and vibrations to adjoining 
homes.

By adopting all these measures and keeping in close touch with 
its immediate surroundings and its neighbours, the company 
has achieved a reduction in the number of complaints and im-
provement inputs it has received in 2013, a total of 75, in line 
with the trend in recent years.
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Los Lirios supermarket, Logroño, La Rioja.
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In 2013 Mercadona has continued to support various charitable 
institutions and organisations which have helped many people 
over the course of the year. In total, through a range of initiatives 
in which it has participated in every Autonomous Community, it 
has donated the equivalent of 32,000 shopping carts.

Moreover, Mercadona has collaborated, through its supermar-
kets, in a number of “Operation Kilo” food collections and in the 
“Great Collection” organised by the food banks, in which the 

Mercadona: social responsibility
4.3
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response from the “Bosses” has once again been spectacularly 
generous: more than 4,300 tonnes, to add to the total of over 
1,900 tonnes donated by Mercadona.

The company has also initiated a programme of collaboration 
with soup kitchens. In 2013 Mercadona has supported the work 
of 40 institutions in a number of towns and cities in Spain, to 
which every day it donates products that are not suitable for 
sale but are perfectly fit for consumption.
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Menorca

3,000
murals 

manufactured

Trencadís murals
In 2013 Mercadona, together with Pamesa Ceramics, has con-
tinued to collaborate with the “El Molí” Occupational Centre in 
Onda, the “El Rinconet” Farm Home in Vilafames, the Koynos 
Valencian Cooperative in Godella, the Special Employment 
Centre of the Down Syndrome Foundation in Castellon, the 
Torreblanca Occupational Centre, Afanias, the Occupational 
Centres of the Valencian Institute for the Care of the Disabled and 

Social Action, Buris Ana, El Maestrat, Belcaire and Rafalafena, 
and the Roig Alfonso Foundation of the Valencian Community. 
Thanks to this support, since the project began in 2010 some 
250 disabled people have worked on manufacturing more 
than 3,000 murals in a variety of trencadís mosaics, which the 
company places as decoration in its bread, fish, fresh meat 
and deli meats sections.

Centres collaborating in producing the murals, made using the trencadís mosaic technique, for various sections of the supermarkets.
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4.4
The environment and sustainability
Mercadona works year by year to ensure that the increase in its 
activity is inversely proportional to its impact on the environment, 
since it is aware that one of its responsibilities as a company is 
to contribute to the sustainability of our planet.

To achieve this, its main objective is to “do more with less”, 
as long as this provides added value for “The Boss”, and this 
takes the form of a wide range of initiatives which the company 
adopts across the board and in which it therefore involves all 
its integrated suppliers and suppliers.

In line with this objective, seeking to make the best use of nat-
ural resources and to improve the prevention of waste material, 
Mercadona has its own Environmental Management System and 

has for some years been implementing initiatives to promote 
the Circular Economy.

According to this principle, Mercadona has continued devel-
oping various strategies to reduce the production of waste 
material in its stores and warehouses and to find new uses for 
that which is produced, either through recycling or by making 
use of it for other activities.

Similarly, many of its integrated suppliers have established 
synergies among themselves to take advantage of materials 
and put them to new uses. The cleaning items line, for example, 
is a product of this collaboration, and interesting initiatives are 
also being undertaken within the suppliers’ own processes, 

Circular Economy

Products
Treatment

New
Products

Process 
waste

Recovery
of raw 

materials
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Energy saving

24
million kWh

by introducing eco-efficient measures
in the supermarkets

Reduction of 

19,000
tonnes of CO2 emissions

Investment
in protecting the environment

24.1
million euros

such as Grupo Siro’s recovery of flour for animal feed from 
by-products of bakery and breadmaking.

Given the importance to society of making better use of natural 
resources, Mercadona has also reinforced its Fish Products 
Purchasing Policy, whose objective is to preserve marine re-
sources and improve the sustainability of the products derived 
from extractive fishing and aquaculture that the company offers 
its “Bosses”. 

Retail Forum
2013 was the fifth year of operation of the European Retail 
Forum for Sustainability, in which retailers from all over Europe 
adopt undertakings and share good practices to improve the 
sustainability of their processes. The distributors participating 
in this forum, under the joint presidency of the European Union, 
are monitored annually by an external audit. 
Mercadona has been a member of the Forum 
since it was founded, in 2009, and takes an 
active part in its undertakings and activities.

More information on our environmentally-related 
activities can be found at:

http://www.mercadona-online.com/memoria/visor/
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Sustainable Transport
The main effort of Mercadona’s logistical processes regarding its environmental behaviour 
centres on “transporting more with fewer resources”, which not only reduces the impact 
this activity generates but also achieves major savings in energy and natural resources.

500
Stores with Silent

Night-time Unloading

-6
Million fewer 

kilometres by road

-24
Million euros saved in
logistics costs through

the improvements

57,000 
Fewer lorry trips per year

Road

Recycling

9,850 
tonnes
Plastic

150,700 
tonnes
Paper and cardboard

1,360 
tonnes
Polystyrene

1,870 
tonnes
Wood

160
tonnes
Used batteries
collected in stores

8
tonnes of
Toner cartridges
recycled

636 
Train loads per 

year

10
Million fewer 

kilometres travelled 
by road

-9,000
Fewer tonnes of 

atmospheric 
CO2 emissions

9
Different 
routes

Rail

250,000 
Tonnes transported 

-12,000 
Fewer lorries on the 

roads

Ship

557,000
Tonnes of merchandise 

transported

-26,500
Fewer lorries 
on the roads
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  Spanish Consumption, Food Safety and Nutrition Agency 
(AECOSAN)

  Agri-Food Industry Research Association (AINIA)

  Valencian Association of Businesspeople (AVE)

  Health and Food Safety Authorities in the various Autono-
mous Communities

  Official Spanish Chamber of Commerce in Belgium and 
Luxembourg

  Chair of Family Businesses at the University of Alicante

  Food Safety Committee of the Spanish Association of Dis-
tributors, Self-Service Shops and Supermarkets (ASEDAS)

  Spanish Confederation of Business Organisations (CEOE) 
and its respective territorial and regional organisations

  Agri-Food Advisory Board of the San Telmo Institute

  Advisory Board of the Master’s Degree in Commercial 
Distribution Business Administration (Ministry of Economy 
and Competitiveness)

  Advisory Board of the Advanced Training Programme for 
managers of companies in the agri-food chain (Ministry of 
Agriculture, Food and the Environment)

  Business Council for Competitiveness (CEC)

  Directorates General of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food 
and the Environment (MAGRAMA)

  EDEM Business School

  School of Commerce and Distribution in Terrassa (ESCODI)

  EuroCommerce

  European Retail Round Table (ERRT)

  Inter-Food Forum

  COTEC Foundation

  CyD (Knowledge and Development) Foundation

  ETNOR Foundation

  Mobility Foundation of Madrid City Council

  Family Business Institute (IEF)

  Master’s degree programme in Agri-Food Business Ad-
ministration of the Lafer Foundation

  Permanent Food Safety Board (OPSA) of the Spanish 
Commercial Coding Association (AECOC) 

  Spanish Food Safety Society (SESAL)

Some of the institutions and organisations with which
Mercadona collaborates

“Thanks to everyone for helping us to improve every day with their contributions and suggestions”



Zona Franca Rd. supermarket, Barcelona.
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Founded in Tavernes Blanques (Valencia) in 1977, Mercado-
na’s corporate purpose is “purchasing, selling and marketing 
all kinds of goods in the grocery sector, for which it may open 
establishments for the retail or wholesale selling of such 
products, providing services for the transport of all kinds of 
merchandise and carrying out studies, programmes, reports 
and any other activity directly or indirectly related to comput-
ing and to the management, accounting, administration and 
control of companies”.

Mercadona’s main business is the distribution of food and 
beverages, cleaning and household products and cosmet-
ics through its 1,467 supermarkets, which are supplied from 
the company’s various logistics centres strategically located 
throughout the country.

These figures confirm the soundness of management based on the Total Quality Model.

Sales units (kilos/litres)

Turnover

Operating income

Income before tax

Income after tax

9,647

19,077

656

710

508

%
change
12/13

2%

4%

1%

1%

1%

2012
Key figures
(millions of euros and of kilitres)

9,845

19,812

660

718

515

2013

The satisfaction of the company’s other core components has 
once again been reflected this year in its financial results and 
has consequently made it possible to satisfy the fifth component: 
Capital. The trust placed in the company by over 4.8 million 
households day by day, the efforts of its 74,000 employees in 
the daily performance of their duties, the commitment of its 
suppliers and the favourable response of society have enabled 
the company to achieve its financial objectives, as a result of 
the Culture of Endeavour and Hard Work and the application 
of the management model based on Total Quality.

As in previous years, the annual accounts have been audited by 
Deloitte, S.L., which issued an unqualified report, as usual, on 
31 January 2014. This report, together with the annual accounts, 
has been duly deposited at the Valencia Mercantile Registry.

5.1 
Corporate activity and 
company trends
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Mushroom cultivation by the integrated supplier S.C.L. Champinter in Villamalea, Albacete.

5.3 
Sales
The confidence of its “Bosses”, the opening of 61 stores (with 
5 closures), the refurbishments carried out in 53 supermarkets 
and the firm commitment to prescribing the selection that offers 
the best possible value for money have enabled Mercadona 
to achieve a turnover of 19,812 million euros in 2013, a 4% 
increase over 2012.

5.2
Sales units 
(kilitres)
At year-end the company had reached a figure of 9,845 million 
kilitres sold, a 2% increase over the 2012 total of 9,647. The 
company is satisfied with this figure, as it clearly shows the trust 
placed in it by 4.8 million households over these twelve months. 

2012

9,647

2013

9,845

millions of kilos/litres (kilitres)

Kilitres sold

2013

19,812
2012

19,077

millions of euros

Gross sales
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5.5
EBITDA
Mercadona’s capacity to generate revenue has remained in 
line with its other business figures, with the company’s EBITDA 
standing at 1,060 million euros at the end of 2013, compared 
with 1,082 million euros for 2012.

5.4
Profit
Profit before tax stood at 718 million euros in 2013, compared 
with 710 million the previous year, which represents an increase 
of 1%. Profit after tax in 2013 was 515 million euros, 1% up 
on 2012, a year in which Mercadona achieved a net profit of 
508 million euros.

millions of euros

Net profits

2012

508

2013

515

millions of euros

EBITDA

2012

1,082

2013

1,060

PPG automated gantry crane system, a new robotic system for the preparation of fresh products, at the logistics block in Guadix, Granada.
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5.6
CAPEX
As of 31 December 2013 Mercadona had a total of 1,467 
supermarkets located in 47 provinces in 16 Autonomous Com-
munities, and was continuing to expand throughout the country.

Mercadona’s investments over these twelve months have in-
cluded a total of 650 million euros devoted primarily to building 
61 new stores and refurbishing 53 supermarkets to bring them 
up to the chain’s standards of comfort and convenience, and 
to beginning the introduction of the new models for meat and 
fish sections, cosmetics, bakery and fruit and vegetables.

During 2013 work has continued on the new logistics block 
in Abrera (Barcelona), which will come into partial operation 
during the course of 2014. In October 2013 the logistics block 
in Guadix (Granada) was opened.

CAPEX

2012

650

millions of euros

2013

650
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5.7
Equity capital
The capitalisation of virtually the whole of Mercadona’s profits 
has brought its equity capital at the end of 2013 up to a total 
of 3,438 million euros.

It is worth noting the steady increase in the ratio of equity capital 
to total assets, which went from 48% in 2012 to 53% in 2013.

5.8
Productivity
Productivity has increased by approximately 6% in 2013, stand-
ing at 24,500 euros in sales per person per month, compared 
with 23,100 in 2012.

This figure reflects the commitment of everyone involved in 
the Mercadona Project to achieving the objectives set by the 
company.

millions of euros

Equity capital Productivity

2012

3,019

2013

3,438

sales/person/month in euros

2012

23,100

2013

24,500
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Oscar, an employee at the Guineueta Market store in Barcelona.
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NON-CURRENT ASSETS 3,236,426   
 
 Fixed assets and non-current investments 3,195,562   
 
 Deferred tax assets 40,864
  
CURRENT ASSETS 3,280,907   
 
 Inventories 557,299   
 
 Trade and other receivables 107,425   
 
 Current investments 33,178   
 
 Cash and cash equivalents 2,583,005   
 

TOTAL ASSETS 6,517,333

 

EQUITY   3,438,110
 
 Capital 15,921
  
 Reserves 2,906,865
  
 Profit for the period 515,324
  
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES 185,801
 
 Non-current provisions and payables 24,063
  
 Deferred tax liabilities 161,738
  
CURRENT LIABILITIES 2,893,422
 
 Suppliers 1,990,475
  
 Other payables 665,520
  
 Personnel 212,012
  
 Current tax liabilities 25,415

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 6,517,333

MERCADONA, S.A
Balance Sheet as of December 31, 2013
(Thousands of euros)

Translation of financial statements originally issued in Spanish and prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in Spain.

In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish-language version prevails.
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MERCADONA, S.A
Income Statement for the period ended on December 31, 2013
(Thousands of euros)

CONTINUING OPERATIONS

 Revenue   18,033,983  
 
 Supplies   (13,603,765)
 
 Other operating income   28,467  
 
 Personnel expenses   (2,273,939)
 
 Other operating expenses   (1,164,262)
 
 Amortization   (360,175)

 
RESULTS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 660,309  
 
 Finance incomes   87,551  
 
 Finance expenses   (30,253)
 
 Impairment and net result on disposal of financial instruments   (12)
 
NET FINANCE INCOME 57,286  
 
PROFIT BEFORE INCOME TAX 717,595  
 
 Income Tax Expense   (202,271)
 
PROFIT FOR THE PERIOD 515,324  

Translation of financial statements originally issued in Spanish and prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in Spain.

In the event of a discrepancy, the Spanish-language version prevails.
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1977
Francisco Roig Ballester 
(1912-2003) and his wife 
Trinidad Alfonso Mocholí 
(1911-2006) start opera-
ting Mercadona as part of 
the Carnicas Roig group. 
What had been family-run 
butcher’s shops become 
grocery stores.

1981
Juan Roig and his wife, to-
gether with his brother Fer-
nando and sisters Trinidad 
and Amparo, buy Merca-
dona from their father. 

The business consists of 
eight shops with appro-
ximately 300 square me-
tres of retail space. Juan 
Roig assumes control of 
the company, which com-
mences its activity as an 
independent business.

1982
First company in Spain to 
use scanners to read bar 
codes at points of sale.

1986 
Introduction of free cus-
tomer credit cards for “The 
Boss”.

1977-1991
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1988 
Opening of the logistics 
block in Riba-roja de Turia 
(Valencia), the first fully 
automated distribution 
centre in Spain.

Acquisition of Superette 
Supermarkets, with 22 
stores in Valencia.

1989 
Acquisition of Cesta Dis-
tribución and Desarrollo 
de Centros Comerciales, 
enabling the company to 
establish a presence in 
Madrid.

1990 
Juan Roig and Hortensia 
M. Herrero become the 
company’s majority share-
holders.

1991 
Acquisition of Dinos and 
Super Aguilar.

Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI) is initiated with 
suppliers.
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1992 
The company reaches fig-
ures of 10,000 employees 
and 150 stores.

1993
Introduction of the Always 
Low Prices (SPB) commer-
cial strategy, later to evolve 
into the Total Quality Model.

1996 
Launch of the Hacendado, 
Bosque Verde, Deliplus and 
Compy brands. 

Supermarket  number 
200 opens in Segorbe 
(Castellon). 

The company’s first collec-
tive agreement for all em-
ployees is signed.

1997
Joint venture agreement with 
Almacenes Gómez Serrano 
of Antequera (Malaga).

1992-2001
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1998
Acquisition of Almacenes 
Paquer and of Supermerca-
dos Vilaro, both in Catalonia.

1999
The process of making all 
staff permanent employees 
(a process started in 1995) 
is completed; at that time, 
the number of employees 
was 16,825.

Opening of the logistics block 
in Antequera (Malaga).

The project for a new design 
and model for the cosmetics 
section is initiated.

2000
Construction of the logistics 
block in Sant Sadurni d’Anoia 
(Barcelona).

The first Atmosphere Store 
opens in  Massanassa 
(Valencia).

The first Integrated Suppliers 
Meeting is held.

Collective Agreement (2001-
2005) signed.

2001 
Inauguration of the first free 
nursery school for children 
of employees at the logis-
tics block in Sant Sadurni 
d’Anoia (Barcelona).

Mercadona reaches 500 
supermarkets with the 
opening of its first store in 
Linares (Jaen).

Ana, customer of the Santo Angel supermarket in Murcia.
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2003 
First company to carry out 
an Ethical Audit.

Opening of the logistics 
block in San Isidro (Alicante) 
and of the company’s second 
nursery school.

Launch of the new Hortensia 
H perfume line.

Opening of a supermarket in 
the precincts of the L’Olivar 
Market in Palma de Mallorca.

2004 
Opening of the logistics 
block in Huevar (Seville) 
and of the company’s third 
nursery.

The Management Commit-
tee decides not to open the 
supermarkets on Sundays 
as a general rule.

2005
Introduction of the new Mer-
cadona uniform.

Opening of the logistics 
block in Granadilla de Abo-
na (Tenerife).

Signing of the new Collective 
Agreement for the next four 
years (2006-2009).

2006 
The company’s twenty-fifth 
anniversary.

Opening of the company’s 
1000th store in Calp 
(Alicante).

Relaunch of the Mercado-
na Credit Card with a new 
image.

2003-2010
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2007 
The first phase of the Twenty-
First-Century Warehouse 
logistics block comes into 
operation in Ciempozuelos 
(Madrid).

Fourth-ranked company 
in the world for Corporate 
Reputation, according to 
the New York Reputation 
Institute survey.

2008 
Realignment of Mercadona 
with the Total Quality 
Model, fifteen years after 
its introduction.

Shopping Cart Menu to offer 
“The Boss” the finest and 
cheapest Total Shopping 
on the market.

Opening of the logistics 
block in Ingenio (Gran 
Canaria).

2009 
Back to basics for an efficient 
selection by doing what adds 
value for “The Boss”.

Signing of the new Collective 
Agreement and Equality Plan 
(2010-2013).

2010
Human Resources man- 
agement model based on 
Leadership and the Cultu-
re of Endeavour and Hard 
Work: the keys to being a 
high-performance, high-
productivity company.

Twenty-First-Century Warehouse, the logistics block in Ciempozuelos, Madrid, opened in 2007.
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2011
Mercadona celebrates thirty 
years of its sustainable model 
based on promoting growth 
of the five core components 
of the company.

It begins charging for bags 
in accordance with Spain’s 
National Integrated Waste 
Plan.

2011-2013

2012
The company reaches figures 
of 1,400 stores and 74,000 
employees.

Agreements are reached with 
Fishermen’s Associations for 
direct purchasing of fish.

2013
Signing of the Collective 
Agreement and Equality Plan 
(2014-2018).

Redefining ourselves to be 
“more like shopkeepers”. 
Introduction of new fresh 
products sections.

The Mercadona Sustainable 
Agri-Food Chain begins to 
be developed.

Opening of the logistics 
block in Guadix (Granada).
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Collecting fresh fish for Mercadona at the fish market in the port of Isla Cristina, Huelva.

The Mercadona Project continues to move forward...






